UNIONS, THE FREEMASONRY OF RAILWAY WORKERS.

CRAZED THUGS WHO ARE SO TREASURE THE LEADERS OF THE LIQUOR-INDUSTRY FOR THEIR SUPPORT, TO WIN ITS BATTLES.

W. T. D. DOES NOT DEPEND ON GUNS AND SIEGED PROSTITUTES. MADE BY MAYOR R. A. W. NO.


WORKINGMEN AND WORKING WOMEN, T H E N O M I N A L PEOPLE, TAKE NOTE, YOU NEED THE UNION TO PROTECT YOU, YOUsolely.

IT IS NOT DESIRED THAT A "FREE SPEECH" FRONT BE STARTED IN MERRYVILLE, WHO IS IT NECESSARY THAT YOU ACTUALLY ENTER THAT TOWN TO BURST ROSTOL IF ALL SIDES ARE SELF-INTERESTED. YOU DO NOT EVEN HAVE TO ENTER LOUISIANA, TO GIVE HELP, SUPPORT AND LESS THE WORKERS ARE PREVENTED FROM FLOODING WORKERS INTO ITS MENINGITIS INFECTED BELL PENS AT MERRYVILLE, PICKETS THE UNI ON-HATING SANTA FE, AND LET THEM, IF THEY CAN, FALL THROUGH WITH MACINE GUN LAW LUMBER WITH SIX SHOOTERS MAKE THEM SHOOT THEMSELVES IN THIS PECULTURAL UNTIL OLD RIPLEY HOWES FOR MERCY.

RAILROAD WORKERS, LONG-SHOREMEN WORKING FAR MORE, ATTENTION!
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EDITORIALS

A COMPULSORY EDUCATION

Arthur Young in "The Masses.
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The I'nion's fever heat, it seems, proved session in the same society.

But we...it is true, as that in Lawrence, but it is no less important, for identically the same principle was involved there as in Massachusetts. The terrorizers now in jail with their intelligences threatened, are accused most falsely of acts committed, for which the police execute proves they were not active workers, the soul and life of the struggle raging against the masters. They were arrested and held as hostages. Their imprisonment is even better proof of the fact that Legere and his companions are held on trumped-up charges. They have never been held at the English prison, and no evidence was lodged against them. Capitalist political agents are too hypocritical to admit that the boys were mere street urchins, and that the several charges of violence were not of any sort whatsoever. No such attempt was even made to end the making of our fellow workers pay with years of imprisonment for the eminently justifiable acts their own in having Fellow Worker Salinas, editor of "El Ochomo," a voice of truth and freedom, the insane Capitalist society.

In every way the situation in Little Falls is an exact replica of Lawrence, the only difference being, there it is a question of a few men agitated in their fury to murder some worker. We now in Massachusetts face a very similar situation and are fighting it with an army of the whole people, all the millionaires suffered from the resistance on the part of the Little Falls textile workers.

In every way the situation in Lawrence is a perfect example of the struggle in Little Falls; and there are indications promises to win.

Let's be up and doing, fellow workers! We must win at Little Falls. Let that be our cry, with our fists up, for a hundred years.
“No Violence”

A special to The Lake Charles Times of correspondents

Monday, May 18th.

The action of the citizens’ committee of Marysville in giving four automat guns at the Home of the Dead, is another step in the counter-attacks of the forces of brotherhood. The four guns were given to a group of veteran workers to guard the entrance to the factory. The ma-

organization is Power

The I. W. W. Preamble

The working class and the ruling class have nothing in common. There can be no peace so long as hunger and want are found among millions of working people. The toil of the working class has built this country but the working class can not enjoy toil and leisure. The working class has created the wealth of the country but the working class is poor. The working class has produced the machine and the organization is Power.